Image-guided cutting-edge-needle biopsy of peripheral lymph nodes and superficial masses for the diagnosis of lymphoma.
To evaluate the diagnostic efficacy of image-guided cutting-edge-needle biopsy of peripheral lymph nodes and superficial masses for the diagnosis of lymphoma, for which many still advocate open surgical resection. A retrospective analysis was performed of the medical records of 114 lymphoma patients who presented with peripheral lymphadenopathy and superficial masses and who underwent diagnostic image-guided biopsy. There were 69 non-Hodgkin lymphoma patients, 38 Hodgkin lymphoma patients, and 7 patients who were evaluated for histologic transformation of CLL or high grade lymphoma. Image-guided needle biopsy was diagnostic in 96/114 (84.2%) patients. The procedure was diagnostic in 59/69 (85.5%) of NHL patients and in 30/38 of Hodgkin disease patients (79%). Diagnoses were achieved for all 7 cases where histologic transformation was suspected. Percutaneous image-guided needle biopsy is a safe and reliable procedure with a high diagnostic yield. It can be used as a first step in patients suspected of having lymphoma presenting with enlarged peripheral lymph nodes and superficial masses.